
 

Week 1: Consider Christ 
Hebrews 3:1; 12:1-2; 1:1-4 

 
 
We all have our doubts and questions. The issue is how we choose to handle those doubts. The way of the 
world right now is to question everything. We aren’t just doubting our faith, we are doubting everything. 
What’s emerged out of that is something you hear a lot about lately called deconstruction.  
 
Deconstruction was originally a way of analyzing literature, picking it apart to determine the meaning behind 
the story. Deconstruction assumed that a text could not have a fixed meaning. An example of deconstruction 
would be reading a novel twice, years apart, and seeing how it has a different meaning each time. Now what 
we are doing is deconstructing everything about life. We look at how we’ve been brought up and we 
deconstruct our parents’ parenting. We look at what we were taught about money growing up and we 
deconstruct that. We deconstruct our faith. We deconstruct everything, we pull it all apart, and then that’s the 
end. Deconstruction becomes the destination. Here’s the danger of this. Deconstruction without direction is 
really just demolition. 
  
People do this with the Bible all the time – we pull it apart, we like to deconstruct it and pick out the parts we 
don’t like.  What do you do with these parts of the Bible? Well, we if don’t believe those parts of the Bible we 
just cut those parts out. Sometimes it’s easier to change our beliefs than it is to change our behaviors. This 
isn’t anything new. Thomas Jefferson is famous for the Bible he created in his 70s. He took the Bible and he 
cut out all the supernatural parts – the miracles, the resurrection of Jesus. I just want Jesus to be a good guy, 



that’s simpler for me. He pulled it apart and he pulled it apart. This is the way of the world when it comes to 
doubts/questions. 
  
Religion, on the other hand, says we figured it out so don’t doubt. This is when we give trite answers to deep 
questions. Someone comes with deep questions about faith and suffering and what God has to say and we 
respond by simply saying “the Bible says it, I believe it, that settles it.” Trite answers, bumper sticker answers, 
for people who have deep questions about who God is – that is religion’s response. 
  
Religion turns God into an idol. We know who God is. We know how we made him. We never discover 
anymore about him. In his book Everything’s on Fire, Brian Zahnd says, “Christianity has suffered more 
casualties from full faith than from honest doubt.” Fake faith does not last. Fake faith will be derailed. 
  
The way of religion in the face of questions and doubts is dangerous. It leads to complacency. I came to Christ 
20 years ago. I learned everything I need to know about God back then. I’m not going to discover more. I’m 
not going to ask questions. Zahnd goes on to say “complacency not doubt is the great enemy of spiritual 
development.” 
 
If the way of the world is to question everything, the way of religion is to question nothing. The way of religion 
is really about construction – when you were a kid, when you first came to Christ you get a constructed view 
of him. The way of the world it all about deconstruction – doubt everything. But what Jesus invites us to is 
reconstruction – now that you’ve asked your questions bring them to me. Out doubts and our questions are 
the doorway to deeper faith. Eugene Peterson says “the reason many of us do not ardently believe in the 
gospel is that we have never given it a rigorous testing, thrown our hard questions at it, faced it with our most 
prickly doubts.” 
 
So what doubts or questions do you have? Bring them to Jesus and allow him to reconstruct your faith.  That is 
what our study of the Book of Hebrews is all about. Hebrews was written to a Jewish audience who had 
embraced Jesus as the Messiah, and, yet, for whatever reason now seem to be deconstructing their faith. They 
are considering going back to their old ways (the way of religion), or following the way of the world and 
rejecting everything but what we discover as we consider Jesus is that you cannot deconstruct the 
indestructible.  
 
As you begin your study of Hebrews, read through the six warnings given in this book: 
 
Hebrews 2:1-4 
Hebrews 3:7-19 

Hebrews 5:11-6:12 
Hebrew 10:19-39 

Hebrews 12:14-24 
Hebrews 12:25-29 

 
Which of these warnings stands out the most to you? Why?  
 
Now read the author’s encouragement to us in Hebrews 3:1, and 12:1-2.  What are some ways we can begin 
to consider Jesus and focus on him? How might this help us avoid the very things the writer warns us about 
above?  
 
Read Hebrews 1:1-4. How does this description of Jesus address some of your questions, doubts, and fears? 
How does this description of Jesus encourage you and strengthen your faith? 
 
As we spend the next several weeks studying Hebrews, this letter will help us do just that: consider Christ – 
who he is and what he has done for us. As we do, we will discover that you simply cannot deconstruct the 
indestructible.    


